
What is the Green Deal? 
The EU has long been one of the world’s leading actors in the 
battle against climate change and environmental damage. In 
order to make its economy sustainable the EU has recently 
launched the European Green Deal, a plan that will make 
the Union’s economic transition fair and inclusive. This 
strategy aims to make Europe carbon neutral by 2050 while 
uncoupling economic growth from resource use and not 
leaving anyone behind in the socio-economic transition. 

What will it entail in practice? 
Reaching this target will require action by all sectors of our 
economy, including:

• investing in environmentally-friendly technologies

• supporting industry to innovate

• rolling out cleaner, cheaper and healthier forms of private 
and public transport

• decarbonising the energy sector

•	 ensuring	buildings	are	more	energy	efficient

• working with international partners to improve global 
environmental standards

What other areas of the environment 
does the EU legislate on? 
The EU’s environment policy is one of the heaviest in terms 
of EU law. Here are a number of areas that the EU has 
passed laws about: 

•	 Resource	efficiency

• Waste management and prevention

• Hazardous waste 

• Electronic waste 

• Packaging

What about biodiversity? 
The EU and its Member States are committed to setting 
biodiversity on the path to recovery by 2030. With the EU 
biodiversity strategy for 2030, they have pledged to create 
a network of well-managed protected areas comprising at 
least 30% of EU’s land and sea area. The strategy is a key 
element of the European Green Deal.
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Are there any emission targets set by the 
EU? 
The EU has pledged to reach net-zero emissions by 2050 
under the European Green Deal. Several measures have been 
put in place to reach this target such as the establishment of 
the	first	major	carbon	market	to	cut	emissions	from	power	
stations and industry. With the Emissions Trading System 
(ETS), companies have to buy permits to emit CO2 thus 
discouraging them from polluting. This system covers 45% 
of total EU greenhouse gas emissions. For other sectors 
such as construction or agriculture, reductions will be 
achieved through agreed national emissions targets, which 
are calculated, based on countries’ gross domestic product 
per capita.

Who will pay for all these changes? 
In	order	to	finance	the	Green	Deal,	the	European	
Commission presented in January 2020 the Sustainable 
Europe	Investment	Plan	with	the	objective	to	attract	at	least	
€1 trillion of public and private investment over the next 
decade. A Just Transition Mechanism was also established 
to provide support to regions and communities that are most 
affected by the green transition.

How can the EU protect the environment 
when this is an international and not just 
an EU concern? 
The EU is also a key player in UN climate regulations. In 2015, 
it	ratified	the	Paris	Agreement	to	combat	climate	change	
committing itself to cut greenhouse gas emissions in all 
Member States by at least 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. 

How about you? Is Climate change 
or the Environment a topic of 
interest to you? What are your 
opinions about it? Would you have 
any suggestions on improving the 
debate?  
Have your say on https://futureu.europa.
eu/?locale=en and if you are interested in 
organising an event on the topic, refer to  
our	more	specific	guidelines.

A sneak peek at what citizens are saying or suggesting on 
climate change and the environment on the Platform so far: 

• Setting up a programme for returnable food packaging 
made from recyclable materials. These would be 
produced on the basis of open standards and cleaned 
according to common specifications. The refundable 
deposit would be set to a fixed price throughout the 
European Union.

• Making European railway network more accessible and 
advisable as a replacement for intra-EU connections. This 
proposal includes providing for a pan-EU ticket service 
where one could buy a ticket for a journey with different 
operators in different countries and developing high-
speed rail connections among key European cities so it 
could be a real alternative for intra-EU flights.

• Introducing an EU-wide Price on Carbon through a binding 
regulation to ensure that all European States introduce a 
gradually increasing price on carbon to ensure that net 
zero anthropogenic CO2 emissions will be achieved by at 
least 2030. 

• Reforesting Europe to recover the Atlantic and 
Mediterranean flora and fauna with a 2 year target of 300 
million trees planted across Europe.

• Limiting the amount of plastic types used for packaging 
favouring those that are easily to be recycled.

An event organized on this topic was “Rural Energy in Europe 
– What does the future hold?”. It was held online by The 
RUMRA & Smart Villages Intergroup & The FREE – Future of 
Rural Energy in Europe through a seminar series. The event 
highlighted key rural energy challenges & potential solutions. 
European citizens living in rural areas face a reduced, costly, 
and often polluting and carbon-intensive choice to meet their 
energy needs – not to mention an older and hard to heat or 
treat housing stock.


